
I slow down and am calm. I sit very still. I take deep breaths, 
relax, and chill.

Yeti Resource Guide

Help little ones understand the important messages of Yeti’s story. Before starting the 
book, review the keywords on the back cover of the book.

Yeti’s story reminds children to slow down and be mindful of the world around 
them. With practice, the valuable skill of mindfulness can help regulate emotions 

and reduce anxiety.

Concentration  
Focusing on one thing at a time with a 

clear mind

Questions to ask:  
What are some things that you need to 

concentrate or focus on during your day? 

Examples:  
Eating during lunchtime, cleaning up toys 
during clean up, listening to a story during 

storytime, etc.

Mindfulness 
Slowing down and paying attention with 

all of our senses, to what is happening 
right now

Questions to ask:  
What are some times when it would be 

helpful to slow your mind and body down? 

Examples:  
Bedtime, naptime, at school, when I’m 

worried about something, etc. 

Mind-body Connection 
Our thoughts and emotions are connected 

to how our body acts and feels

Questions to ask:  
What are you thinking about and how is 

your body feeling? 

Examples: “ 
I’m thinking about the book we are going to 
read, and my body feels calm and relaxed.”

Anxiety Reduction 
We can learn ways to feel better when we 

have worries 

Questions to ask:  
What is something you can do to help 

yourself feel better? 

Examples:  
Hug my parent, play, run around outside, 

read a book, etc.
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Activity 
You can practice slowing down and concentrating on mindfulness just like Yeti! 

Together with your child answer the following questions one at a time:

 ٚ What do you see?  

 ٚ What do you hear? 

 ٚ What do you feel?

 ٚ What do you taste? 

 ٚ What do you smell?

®

Discussion Points  
Read Yeti’s story together and answer the following questions: 

Q: How did Yeti begin to feel as she moved her mind and body  
 so fast? 
A: Yeti was feeling like she lost control, wasn’t having fun, and she  
 was feeling stressed and anxious.

Q: What are the “senses” that Yeti concentrated on to slow   
 herself down? 
A: She looked with her eyes, and listened with her ears.

Q: How did Yeti feel after she used mindfulness to focus on 
 her senses? 
A: Her mind felt slower and her body calmed down.
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